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Sarah Musk 

A beautifully written, sensitive 

book for readers who love a 

strong story with well-drawn 

characters and an interesting 

historical background.  

This is a beautifully written, sensitive, 

intelligent book.  Patrick Gale has 

made us feel tremendous sympathy 

for the gentle, unworldy Harry in a 

time when homosexuality was 

completely misunderstood and 

outlawed. 

Harry, the main character, does not 

'know' himself at first and leads a 

conventional life but then a chance 

meeting completely transforms the 

path of his life leading him to leave 

for Canada to become a farmer.  

Harry, who was a wealthy gentleman, who had never worked in his life, rises 

admirably to the challenge and, eventually, the quality of his life is the better for 

it.  He lives more vividly and is more true to himself than he ever could have 

been in London. 

Patrick Gale makes Harry a very compelling, attractive character.  He hardly 

ever feels sorry for himself and he is utterly tolerant of the people he meets 

along the way.  I found the descriptions of the hard life in early nineteenth 

century Canada riveting, especially the accounts of the farmer’s winter lives 

when they were literally trapped in their homes for months at a time. 

I really enjoyed this book and could not put it down.  I would recommend this 

book to anybody who loves a good story with strong characterisation and an 



interesting historical background. 

 

Mary Chapman 

I am an avid reader who has previously read quite a few of Patrick Gales books 

they are all so different you would never get bored reading one of his stories. 

They all have strong characters who drive the story forward as does Harry 

Cane in this book ‘A Place Called Winter’. 

Harry Cane, a man of leisure, chronically shy, was bullied as a child, has 

younger brother who sticks up for Harry he’s everything Harry isn’t he went to 

university and became a vet. Harry didn’t really accomplish anything at 

beginning of the book.  

Harry got married to Winifred and had a child lived in Herne Bay and they 

were quite happy in a conventional marriage. Through Harry’s stupidity and 

Winifred’s awful family Harry is forced to leave England and becomes a 

homesteader in Canada in a place called Winter.  

Against all the odds and some really good and some really dangerous people he 

meets along the way, Harry does make a go of it in Canada and he settles in, 

learns how to farm and Winter, the population there, trust and like him. Harry 

is I think a loveable character and in certain parts of the book you don’t feel 

that, in a lot of ways he’s anything but good, but he is a good man. Some of 

what happens to him is stupidity and some circumstances and the time he lives 

in. I have loved other characters in previous Patrick Gale novels of 

which I am a great fan and Harry is one of the best so far. 

 

Janette Skinner 

This is an excellent book, the writing is flawless and 

straightforward, a great story, and the interest stays right to the 

last page. I read this book fairly quickly as the changes of scene and location 

move along at a good pace. The characters are believable and the handling of 

the central theme of relationships is very good. The story brings to life the 

realities of Canadian immigration in its infancy, and all the dreams and 

hardships that go along with it. We learn about farming in very difficult 

conditions and the formation of new towns and communities  

The difficult issue of legal and social prejudice are central to the story and 

remind us of a far more unforgiving society than we hopefully have today. 



It is difficult to comment on the story in detail without spoiling it for other 

readers, but this book is certainly worth the read. 

 

Carolyn Huckfield 

This story starts with a harrowing description of mental hospital care in the 

early part of the 20th century. Luckily for Harry he is moved to an experimental 

scheme out in the country. Harry then starts telling his life story and we find out   

why a mild mannered, comfortably place young man ends up in a mental 

asylum. This is a moving tale of forbidden passion and an enduring love story. 

The First World War brings pain and suffering into the life of Harry and his 

loved ones. 

Harry is eventually released from Gideon’s care and returns to Winter. This 

farmstead has bought him happiness and pain and on his return he gets 

answers that he never expected. It is a tender story that is beautifully 

written. Finding out that Gale got old family memoirs to build his 

story around and this makes it an even more moving. 

 

Alison Burns 

This is the poignant story of Harry Cane, based on the life of a real ancestor of 

the author's. Harry's comfortable life came to a sudden end when the threat of 

ruin led him to a new life in Canada.  

Harry grew up an awkward outsider, but he found a wife and child and some 

contentment in life, until a financial disaster caused a change in the family's 

circumstances. This in turn, led him into an illicit relationship and potential 

ruin. To protect his family, Harry left them behind and set out for a new life on 

his own on as a homesteader on the Canadian prairies, still wild and untamed 

and the polar opposite of his previous comfortable life. 

In Canada Harry learns about the farming life hands on and over time he builds 

a new life in Winter, with love found in the most unexpected place, until The 

Great War tears his new life apart. 

The book is fundamentally in two parts; Harry's life before Canada and his life 

once he arrives there;  I found Harry's life in Canada and the realities of early 

homesteading  more engrossing than his pampered life in England. It was a 

moving story, especially as it was based on a real person's life. I 

really felt for Harry and the difficulties life threw at him and I ended 

the book wishing there was another 100 pages to go. 



 

Phyl Smithson 

If you like an absorbing, extremely well-written and a reflection of 

how far society has come in human tolerance, then this is the one for 

you. 

The plot unfolds with Harry in his current (early 1900s) world, a 29 year under 

the care of a pioneering psychologist, and then we learn of his former life and 

slowly the amazing story of this shy and unassuming man is revealed. 

It's difficult to summarise the plot as there are so many different influences on 

his life.  His brother Jack who he is devoted to, as is he in return, after a 

childhood that saw them lose their mother very early and be forced to survive 

the distant and aggressive father.  His marriage, to Winnie, daughter of Mrs 

Wells who herself is a widower but a loving and homely mother to two further 

daughters and three sons.   

A failed financial investment is used as the excuse that drives Harry away from 

his marriage, his daughter, his devoted brother to the New World of Canada.  In 

the 1900s, this was a better option than face the cost of the misdemeanour he 

actually performed. 

And so in Canada, he overcomes his total lack of any skills (a well to do 

childhood saw him never needing to even be aware of money, let alone have 

skills in which to bring it in) and becomes a competent farmer.   

And then his earlier misdemeanour pales into insignificance against the 

ultimate action that leaves him a 'test case' of Dr Gideon. 

 

Sue Broom 

A fictional tribute to one of the author's great-grandfathers' lives - a 

beautifully written and moving story that must have struck a chord 

with him.  

I have previously read two of Patrick Gale’s novels.  Both were set in his home 

county of Cornwall and I was very impressed with his talent for conveying a 

sense of place.  This new novel is set in the more unfamiliar territory of turn of 

the 20th century Canada but his descriptive skill is undiminished.  Various 

characters venture there to make a fresh start, some for reasons we come to 

understand, some for reasons hinted at, looking for freedom from social 

constraint and for the self-reliance offered by carving a living out of the 



wilderness.  We see them suffering real hardship and brutality, yet they also 

find friendship and romance, carefully and sensitively portrayed.   

Does everyone spend their spare time researching their genealogy these days?  I 

have come across several novels recently which have been based on an author’s 

own family history.  This is another fictional tribute to an ancestor’s experience.  

I don’t mean this as a criticism of it – a beautifully written and moving story 

that must have struck a chord with the author. 

 

Cathy Petersen – Twitter: @Cerysthepup 

Beautifully written character study of a man adrift from himself, 

finding purpose, himself and love on the Canadian frontier.  

Set during the Edwardian period this is a character driven story of identity and 

relationships that begins in the stiff social world of wealthy England and moves 

to the wild homesteading of the Canadian frontier. I certainly felt the writer 

was himself happier here as what I felt was a very pedestrian start picked up 

and became far more compelling as the lead character Harry finally emerges as 

a real character in the face of both human and environmental adversity. The 

descriptions of the Canadian landscape are beautiful, as is the writing as a 

whole. It is a meandering story and there is nothing fast paced here, no real 

action just the steady emotional growth of a man which was extremely well 

done. I did feel in places the plotline itself wasn’t entirely certain of its direction 

however, and there were parts I was unsure had any point at all, but they are 

minor niggles and didn’t detract from the whole. 

 

Barbara Goldie 

A totally engrossing read.  

Patrick Gale is a great storyteller.  ‘A Place Called Winter’ is the story of Harry 

Cane who leaves his easy, rich life in England for the harsh Canadian Prairies 

after his affair.  Patrick Gale weaves the past and present together seamlessly 

into a spellbinding tale that is full of powerful atmosphere.  It kept me 

engrossed all the way through and had me gripped from page one.  There are 

wonderful descriptions and powerful well drawn characters.  Combined with 

the believable dialogue and a slow luxurious pace it flows really well.  Historical 

details show excellent research, but as well as appealing to lovers of historical 

fiction it was also attract those who enjoy a love story.  It is an absorbing read, 

just the thing to curl up with on a long winter night.  A great story. 



 

Mary Gibson 

‘A Place Called Winter’ is a lyrical, consuming tale mainly set in the Canadian 

West in the early 20th century.  Harry, a shy, reserved young man, heir to his 

father's fortune marries a young middle class woman, settles in peaceful 

English Edwardian suburbia and cushioned by wealth and no responsibility.  

However, an illicit, illegal secret affair is exposed by accident and Harry is 

forced into exile, fleeing to the wilderness of Western Canada to avoid arrest.  

Cut off from his wife and child, Harry is forced by hard work into forging a new 

life and creating new friendships in an unforgiving landscape on the edge of 

humanity.  He discovers true love for the first time and is able to recognise and 

acknowledge his sexuality but also encounters an evil that threatens his 

happiness.  A compelling novel made more authentic as it is based on a 

real life mystery in the author's family history. 

 

Cazanne Tuckett 

A shy gentle man, Harry had never had to work. A bad investment and a 

complicated life, lead him to apply for homesteading in Canada. Leaving his 

wife and child behind he set out to make a new life. His farm 165 acres of 

uncultivated land was hard work but he relished it. He made friends with his 

neighbours, Paul and Petra, a brother and sister, where, he at last finds the life 

he longed for. War and tragedy came to upset that and he has a breakdown and 

is sectioned for a while. A story of one man’s life, loves and how he 

coped.  

 

Peter Baiden  

Harry Cane is a young man with a problem! 

Happy in marriage, Harry finds a new way to express his love, in the arms of 

another. To escape the ignominy of disclosure, Harry journeys to Canada to 

redefine himself. It is not easy, but there are joys and pleasures along the way. 

Through the darkness of depression, bullying and ignorance, and into the bright 

light of love and hope, Harry eventually finds his true self, living on the 

outskirts of “A Town called Winter.” Outside the remote, small Canadian 

township, Harry buys a small homestead and in working the land he discovers 

himself, a person that Victorian society definitely refuses to recognise and to 

accept.  The joy of love and wellbeing is found in hard work, the countryside 



and the warmth of forbidden love. At a time when society forbids it and treats it 

as a mental illness, Harry finds love in the arms of another. Patrick Gale gives 

warmth, understanding and compassion to what is a disturbing journey of 

personal discovery to a way of life that still is not totally accepted today. “We all 

have turning points in our lives, where we could go this way and could do 

that….the spirits show you the way to go.” 

 ‘A Place Called Winter’ is in some ways quite disturbing, even shocking, 

but should find its place with those who recognise the pain whilst 

finding love, in all its forms. 

 

Siobhan McDowell 

This author is undeniably skilled in his chosen field as he has a 

tremendous imagination. 

While reading I was transported to the vast prairies of Canada and could 

almost feel the harsh winter weather that the novel described. 

I felt he was perhaps happiest when describing his male relationships as his 

female characters never were fully realised. 

A rewarding read which for once had a happy ending. 

 

Alison Layland  

A poignant, emotionally involving and gripping novel about the 

search for friendship, love and security in times of risk and 

prejudice.  

This poignant, gripping novel sees Harry Cane move from a privileged society 

life in early twentieth-century England, where he is a somewhat shy, passive 

character in the shadow of his charismatic younger brother, to what is literally 

a voyage of self-discovery as a scandal forces him to leave his family for a 

homestead in newly-colonized Canada. On arrival he meets a truly menacing 

character who pursues him and threatens the hope of happiness he finds in his 

new life. 

Told in a series of long flashbacks as Harry looks back over his life, the story 

was captivating and very emotionally involving – sympathy, suspense and 

anger were just a few of my feelings as I read. The fascinating, atmospheric 

evocation of the early Canadian homesteaders’ way of life, and the scenes at the 

pioneering institution with which the main story is interspersed, are used to 



brilliant effect to highlight the awful prejudices of the times, and the search to 

find friendship, love and security despite them. 

This was the first novel I have read by Patrick Gale, and this beautifully written 

novel with well-drawn characters ensures I will look out for more. 

 

Susan Walsh 

Take two Brothers, two very different men & see what life deals 

them.  

A superb Book from Patrick Gale. 

He will have you turning page after page, you won’t want to put this one down! 

A book about Families....take two very different types of men who are also 

Brothers. 

Loyalty, betrayal, loss and love all come into play across the pages. 

When faced with arrest Harry takes off by emigrating to a harsh new beginning 

where his former weak nature takes on one of strength. 

A strength he will need to see him through a new life..............brilliant! 

 

Vikki Patis 

It is the 1900s, and ‘A Place Called Winter’ follows the journey of Harry Cane, 

from shy, eligible gentleman to conventional husband and father, until he finds 

himself in disgrace, and is banished to the newly colonised Canadian prairies. A 

journey of discovery, acknowledgement, and differences, ‘A Place 

Called Winter’ is a heartbreakingly beautiful tale. 

Harry has a secret. You can probably guess what that secret is, as I did after 

reading a few chapters, and it filled my heart with sadness. The attitudes 

towards those who are different in any way are portrayed so brilliantly, you 

cannot help but be touched.  

There are so many wonderfully sad moments in this book. The love Harry has 

for his daughter, whom he is forced to forsake, and for his alternative family in 

Canada, which, although it ends in absolute heartbreak, leads to a form of 

happiness that warms the heart.  

The harsh landscape, the intricate characters, and the depth of the journey 

taken by Harry, all culminate in a wonderfully enjoyable story. The reader will 



travel through Winter too, as you embark on an emotional discovery of 

immense proportions.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


